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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure has re-established itself across the Gulf, with widespread flow of moderate to fresh and mostly moderate seas ongoing 
across the basin. Later this evening into tomorrow morning however, an increase in winds will be possible, particularly for the central into 
eastern Gulf, with fresh to strong winds and rough seas of 7-10 feet possible as a cold front approaches and moves across the basin. This 
cold front will allow for northerly to northeasterly winds behind it, but are not expected to be as strong as on the preceding side of the 
front. The best thunderstorm risks will be along the coastline, where strong to severe thunderstorms are possible. Further into deeper 
waters of the Gulf, the storm risk should not be as strong, but could still present enhancements to winds and waves.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Friday, the cold will be draped across the eastern portions of the basin, with the western and central portions of the Gulf seeing the 
front lifting back as a warm front attached to the next the low in the Southern Plains. This low will bring the next cold front across the Gulf 
on Saturday. Due to the weakness of the pressure gradient, winds before and after this front should remain gentle to moderate, becoming 
northeasterly again behind the front before easterly to southeasterly return flow re-establishes as high pressure takes back control. 
Easterly to southeasterly flow continues then from late in the weekend through the middle of next week and will become enhanced once 
again as the gradient strengthens prior to the next cold front expected late next week.
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